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Pa anios JOE. HARVARD STUDIES IN CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY. 
Vor, Viz 

A VOTIVE TABLET TO ARTEMIS ANAITIS AND MEN TIAMU 

IN THE BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS. 



A VOTIVE TABLET TO ARTEMIS ANAITIS AND MEN 

TIAMU IN THE BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS.! 

PLATE II. 
By JOHN HENRY WRIGHT. 

i- 

is 

F the history of the votive tablet, figured on the accompanying 

plate and discussed below, nothing seems to be known, 

except that the slab came “from the Levant,” and has been in 

Boston for forty or fifty years.? It is now in the Museum of Fine 

Arts of that city, in the Room of Classical Antiquities ; its number 

on the register of acquisitions is S. 1695.” 

The dimensions are: greatest height, mM. .72; width, M. .42; 

thickness, M..o6. It is of coarse white marble, ‘probably Asiatic.” * 

On the upper part of the front surface there is a panel upon 

- which are represented in low relief a man, child, woman, and second 

child (the last fragmentary), standing in a row from right to left, 

en face, each with the right arm raised from the elbow, palm turned 

out, and thumb separated from the fingers. The attitude is the 

familiar one of adoration.” The man and the boys wear the short 

1 The substance of this article was read before the American Philological Asso- 

ciation, July 12, 1894, at the Williamstown meeting. 

2 My best thanks are due to Gen. Charles G. Loring, Director of the Museum, 
and to Mr. Edward Robinson, Curator of Classical Antiquities, for calling my 

attention to the tablet as soon as it was received, and for furnishing me with 

facilities for publishing it. A preliminary notice of the tablet appears in Mr. 

Robinson’s Report to the Trustees for 189}, pp- 19, 20. 

3 It was for many years exhibited among the curiosities of the old “ Boston 
Museum,” a hall attached to a theatre. In 1893, when the collections of the 

“ Museum ” were broken up, it came into thé possession of Mr. Charles A. Cum- 

mings, who, on December 20, 1893, gave it to the Museum of Fine Arts. 

4 Mr. Robinson. 

5 Compare Sittl, Die Gebarden der Griechen und Rimer, pp. 147 ff. The atti- 

tude is as in Waddington-LeBas, Monuments Figurés, pl. 137, and on many 

_ 
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sleeveless chiton and the long himation, the latter thrown under the 

right arm and over the left shoulder. The woman wears a short 

himation similarly thrown, and the long chiton. What appears to 

be an object held in the left hand of the boy in the middle is 

perhaps only a piece of the untrimmed marble,! and the tassel-like 
appendage near the left hand of the woman is nothing more than 

the rudely-cut end of the himation. In artistic character this sculp- 

tured relief is crude, stiff, and lifelessly conventional. The design, 

as often on tablets of this sort, does not exactly fit the inscription, 

which speaks of only one child. Hence we may infer that the slab 
with its relief was not made to order, but was selected by the 

devotees from a stock of ready-made stones as the one coming 
nearest to their needs. 

Above the panel was probably once an ornamental coping, which 

has been sadly mutilated.? The left edge of the slab is likewise 

incomplete, being broken off from top to bottom. 

Below the relief stands the inscription, in letters of the style 

current in Asia Minor, and especially in eastern Lydia, about 200 

A.D. The inscription is perfectly preserved, except that each line 

lacks at the end from two to four letters. 

"Apréemide ’Avaetre x[al Mn-] 

vi Tiapov Movaais PB [kal] 

Karruyévera 7 ovpBifos av-] 

Tov uméep Movoaiov told tod] 

5 paptupobvtes tas Od[uva-] 

pus TOV Oeav arrédo[Kar] 

THY evynv: éTrovs ama: [un(vos)] 

Acfov f. 

other monuments, especially from Asia Minor.—Cf. Plutarch, Vit. Mar. 26, 
nvéato dé cal Kdrdos duolws dvacyayv ras Xeltpas Kafepdoceav thy Trixnv Ths 
Huepas éxelyns, where kaGcepdoev is used in a specific sense, like avésrnoav, similar 
to that pregnant in droddcew rhy edy np. 

? On some reliefs of a similar character the adorants carry cakes in their hands. 
? On this coping may have been carved something to represent a part of a 

human body, the member cured by the divinities. Compare the four eyes carved 
on the coping above a similar row of figures, in Waddington-LeBas, Monuments 
Figurés, pl. 137 (no. 688, from Goerdis or Julia Gordus), and see below p. 72, 
nos. 6 and 7. 
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“To Artemis Anaitis’ and Mén Tiamu: Muses, son of Muses,? 

and Calligeneia his consort, on behalf of Musas their son, in 

testimony to the powers of the gods, have paid their vow. In the 

year 281, the roth of the month Dius [a.p. 196%?].” 

1 The Anaitis inscriptions known up to 1886, ten in number, have been col- 

lected and printed by S. Reinach, Chronigues d’ Orient, [I. 1885, pp. 105, 107 f.;. 

1886, pp. 155, 156 (from the Revue Archéologigue, with additions). [According 

to Leemans’s facsimiles, on the stones from Kula in Reinach, Chronigues, 1886, 

p. 156, No. 2 (vd), the date should be avd, not od, and an ’Avatre should be 

inserted between Mnrpi and ’Agiorrnvp; and in no. 5, the date is o7é, not cud.} 

Of these ten “Avdiris inscriptions, one is from Hypaepa, near Odemish, undated ; 

two, undated, are from Philadelphia; the remaining seven are from Kula or 

vicinity, three undated, four dated respectively A.D. 160, 200(?), 235 (236), and 

236 (237). To this number should now be added no. 11, our inscription, dated 

A.D. 196; nos. 12, 13, the two inscriptions from Kula (Mawvia) published by 

Contoleon, Athenische Mittheilungen, XII. 1887, pp. 254, 255 (cf. E. L. Hicks, 

Classical Review, III. 1889, p. 69), dated respectively A.D. 215 (216) and 244 (245); 

for no. I2 see p. 72, no. 5; no. 14, undated inscription from Philadelphia (not 

from Tralles), Contoleon, Athenische Mittheilungen, XIV. 1889, p. 106. — Possibly 

also belong here (as no. 15) Michaelis, Journ. Hellen. S., V. p. 154, the proper 

name Ilar-dvaiad, ‘gift of Anaitis’(?); and (as no. 16) Waddington-LeBas, no. 

6992, from Kula, undated: I would emend Myvoyévns 6e@ AAIANH in it to bed 

ANAITI(H). The inscription has not been tested by a squeeze. To be sure 

there is a town Alia in Phrygia, but on coins we have AAIHNOQN. 

Seven of these Anaitis inscriptions are now in Leyden, and have been published 

in facsimiles by C. Leemans, Verh. d. k. Amsterdam Akad. XVII. 1886 (1888), 
no. 7: Leemans also gives, from Reinach, the transliteration of all the remaining 
ones, except nos. 1 (from Odemish), 11, 14, and 16. 

It will be noted that of these inscriptions, all of which the provenance is 

known, except one from Odemish, come either from Philadelphia (three), or from 

Kula or neighborhood (ten). — For Mén Tiamu inscriptions, see note on pp. 71-3. 

2 On the spelling of this name in this inscription see the remarks on line 2. For 

Movoais (from Movoaios), Latinized Muses, cf. Barnaes = Barnaeus: Benseler, 

Curtius Studien, III. pp. 167, 168. 

8 Throughout this article it is assumed, in the reduction of dates, that the era 

of Sulla—which seems to have begun about July 1, B.c. 85, and not Sept. 24, 

B.c. 85, or 84 — was followed in Upper Lydia, as well as in Phrygia. Cf. Mar- 

quardt, Rom. Staatsverw., I. p. 337, and, for the date, Ramsay, Historical Geog- 

raphy, p. 452. (Where two dates are given in the reductions, the second must be 

adopted if the era is assumed to have begun Sept. 23, B.c. 85.) In the sequence 

of months Dius came first; Peritius, fourth; Dystrus, fifth; Xandicus, sixth ; 

Artemisius, seventh ; and Daesius, eighth. — [But see below, p. 73.] 
= 
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Judging from many other inscriptions similarly dedicated,! we 

may infer that one Musaeus, — who seems to have pronounced his 

name Muszes,—and his wife Calligeneia, on the serious illness of 

their son, or in some other grave stress, had made a vow to Artemis 

Anaitis and Mén Tiamu that if the boy were by these gods restored 

they would dedicate to them some anathema. ‘To the object thus 

dedicated they attached this tablet which commemorates the might 

of the gods named in it. 

The restoration and interpretation of the inscription offer no 

difficulties. 

Line 1.—ANAEITI, in which EI has the value of I, and vice versa, 

must have been felt as a dative for “Avdiris (perhaps ‘Avatret, cf. roAus 

moda), though the regular form of the word would be ’Avatrids. So 

far as I have observed, ’Avaeire does not occur except in a dative 

construction, and thus may be regarded as a dative form. Hence I 

would accent “Avaetr1, not ’Avdetr, nor “Avaeirt. The following case- 

forms are found on the stones (e. usually replacing the first +): nom., 

"Avaetis; gen., Avairidos, Avaeiris (stc; for “Avaefrios?); dat., "Avatrids, 

"Avaeitt, Avae(‘)t1; acc., Avderrev.— The lost MH of [My]vi was prob- 

ably written as a monogram,” MI, or perhaps x[at] was abbreviated ; 

there is not room for both words written out in full. 

1 Anaitis (Artemis, fed, weyddy, untnp, prefixed) is, in many of the dedicatory 

inscriptions, gratefully remembered for services of healing, as is also Mén Tiamu. 

Cf. Reinach, Chronigues, ibid. Mén had a character in some respects like that of 

Asclepius. Thus Mén Caru had a medical school attached to his temple at 

Attuda (Ramsay, American Journal of Archaeology, IV. p. 277), and near his 

shrine at Ménos Come, between Carura and Attuda, were hot springs: Athen. II. 

43A. The coins of Parlais in Lycaonia have as types not only the god Mén, 

holding the pine-cone and with cock at his feet, but also Asclepius and Hygieia : 

Head, Historia Numorum, p. 596. 

The Charite dedication, — Reinach, Chroniqgues, 1886, p.156: Apréude ‘Avae(é)re 

‘Ato\\wvlov, meplrtwua | cxotca Kal ééacbeica rd Tis iepelas, evry. Xapirn 

‘To Artemis Anaitis, Charite, daughter of Apollonius, having had an accident, 

and having been by the priestess restored through exorcisms and incantations, 

has paid her vow,’— when compared with Strabo, XV. 3. 15, p. 732, where mention 

is made of the priests of Anaitis (é&¢dovc. wpav), suggests something of the methods 

employed by the servants of the goddess in fulfilling her petitioners’ desires. 

Cf. Paus. V. 27. 5: avipp udyos... émdde BadpBapa .. . émideyduevos éx BiBNiov. 

2 Cf. MENI in Waddington-LeBas, no. 668 ; also below, p. 72, no. 5. 
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Line 2.— We must not write Mywtiapov as one word, with Boeckh, 

G. E. Benseler, Leemans, etc. The parallel forms, nom. Myv Kadpov, 

gen. Mnvos Kapov, and Mnyvos Tiapov, make this impossible. Cf. 

Waddington-LeBas, /uscriptions de 1’ Asie Mineure, no. 668. —Trdpov 

is an indeclinable word of uncertain origin and meaning; see pp. 68 ff. 

— MOYSAT® is, of course, not a graver’s blunder’ for MOYSAIOX.? 

Examples of -s for and from -vos are frequent in Greek (and Latin) 

proper names on stones of the Roman era, and of -zs for -évs in 

Roman inscriptions from the earliest date.* In by far the larger 

number of examples, which have been collected by F. G. Benseler, 

the iota is not part of a diphthong as here, but instances are by no 

means wanting where -avos (-aews) and -evos (ezs) become respectively 

-ais_(-aes) and -es (-es). If these cases were lacking, we should either 
look upon Movgois as a graver’s blunder for Movgaios or be tempted 

to read Movoais (Musaés), with uncertain accent, as a trisyllabic 

word ; but with the examples in mind, and for other reasons sug- 

gested in the notes, it seems better to regard the final syllable as 

diphthongal, and to treat the word as a dissyllable.* The accent is 

1 Some incisions on the slab between I and %, which might be taken for an 

_ attempt to insert an O, are nothing more than clumsily-cut parts of 2. 

2 The name Movoatos is very common on the stones. Note from Kula, date 
244 (245) A.D., a dedication from one Avp(jdws) Movoatos to Mnyrpl ’Avaeiri: 

Athentische Mitthetlungen, XII. p. 255 (Classical Review, III. 1889, p. 69). The 

encroachment of the Roman praenomen is significant of the later date. 

8 Cf. F. G. Benseler, Curtius Studien zur griechischen und lateinischen Gram- 

matik, III. pp. 149-183; also Lobeck, Pathol. serm. graec. Prolegomena, pp. 500 ff.; 

Blass-Kiihner, Ausfiihrliche Grammatik der griech. Sprache, 1. p. 400. This cor- 

reption is frequent in proper names in Greek, after about 50 A.D., but in Latin is 

much more ancient. Of the hundreds of examples collected by Benseler, the 

following occur where -avos has become -as (sometimes written -aes): Advp. des 

(but this was probably Tdis: cf. F. D. Allen, Harvard Studies, Il. p. 76), ’A@jvaes, 

"AOhvais, Elpjvats, ‘Eorlas, Aploras,”Avrass, "Irats, Kimais, Diwars, Kérras. The 

cases of -e.os becoming -ts (-es) are UrpovGevv (accus.), "Hes, and perhaps Kpares, 

Evdpes. , Professor Ramsay has seen EPMAIX, gen. -IOT. Add also ‘Hpais, 

Waddington-LeBas, no. 678 (below, p. 71, no. 1).—I am not aware that Movaatos 

has ever before appeared in the shortened form. 

4 In favor of the dissyllabic pronunciation, or for -ais as against -ais, might be 

adduced the fact (e.g.) that ’A@jvavos becomes not only ’A@jvais, but also ’A@nvas 
(cf. ‘Epuds from “Epuaios, etc.). The form ’A@yvas could not have arisen from a 

AOjvais. 
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less certain. There is a twofold question here: the accentuation 

of the longer and that of the shorter form. The vulgate and tradi- 

tional accentuation of the longer form, traceable apparently to 

Aristarchus,’ is Movoatos. But there are scholars who would give 

such proper names, to distinguish them from adjectival.forms of 

identical spelling, the recessive accent, and would write accordingly 

Movoaos. Evidently Movoatos would become Movoais, and Movcauos 

would become Movous. The analogy of “A@yvaros CAOnvais ?) seems 

to favor Movcaos (Movoas); but the modern Greek Bap§odopais 

(from BapOodrouatos), and the accent of “A@nvas, “Eppas,? etc., — 

which could have arisen only from a “A@nvaios, “Eppoios (not from 

"A@nvacos, “Epyacos), in both of which classes of cases the accent 

remains on the syllable that originally carried it, — speak emphati- 

cally, and in my judgment decisively, for Movoats.* — -B- after Muszes 

indicates that Muszes is second of the name, Le., is in the second 

generation*; thus in Waddington-LeBas, no. 656, we read dis — 

1 A scholium on //zad E 69, edited by Cramer (Axecd. Paris. III. p. 283) appears 

to contain Aristarchus’s doctrine on the accentuation of Movoatos and similar 

words. The matter is fully discussed by Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis homericis,3 

pp. 292 ff. Cf. also Herodian, passim (Lenz’s index, s. Movoaios) ; Ellendt, Lex. 

Sophocleum,’ p. 460.— On the accent of the shorter forms of words in -ts (from 

-wos), see Benseler, zdzd. pp. 182 f. 

2 In ’A@nvas, ‘Epuads, and similar words, we have a reversion to the accentuation 

of the adjectival form, the necessity of accentual differentiation — as in ’ A@jvavos, 

‘Athenaeus,’ and ‘A@nvatos, ‘an Athenian’— not being felt where the spelling 

was different. — Indeed, though ’A@#vaios must stand, is it certain that "A@jvais is 

right? Ought we not to make it ’A@yvats, on the analogy of ’A@nvas? And simi- 
larly should we not change into perispomena several of the proper names cited in 

the preceding notes? 

8 It would hardly be sound to argue that as correption must take place in 

unaccented syllables, neither of the two syllables in -avwos would have been under 

the accent, and that we must accordingly write Movcaws and Movcais. In the 

first place, at the period of our inscription the pitch accent in Greek had not 

become a stress accent, and it is mainly the stress accent that works havoc with 

unaccented syllables ; in the second place, there are many examples of correpted 

syllables the former element of which was once under the accent. 

4 There are numerous instances in inscriptions of Roman date: e.g. Avvtcws B, 

Waddington-LeBas, no. 617; zd., no. 647 (["HAcJo[Swp]ou B rod ‘Hol ddpov]), where 

three persons named Heliodorus are mentioned; 7zd., 734, 795, Hicks, Greek 

Inscriptions in the British Museum, III. 1, 2, p. 213 (no. DLXXXVIII), etc. 
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Ilariavov, but the sign for the ordinal or adverb is more frequent. 

Movoais 8 probably means ‘Muses, son of Muses.’ His own 

son, here referred to in rod tot, might have been designated as 
Movoais y.1 

Line 3.— The H after KadAryevera has been corrected from N. — 

avpf.os, which is the regular form on the stones, is preferable to 

ovpBia: there is a distance trace of O on the marble. Compare 

also Waddington-LeBas, no. 734 (C.Z.G. 3872°). 

Line 4.— For Moveaiov rod tot, see Waddington-LeBas, no. 682, 

from Goerdis (= Julia Gordus). There is hardly enough room for 

viov. Movoaiov ¥ is out of the question; and for Movoaiov rov + 

I can find no analogy. In Waddington-LeBas, no. 703 (from Kula), 

father and mother unite on behalf of their rd wo[Qewv]ov réxvov. 

Line 6. — dvvayis for dvvapers, as in “Avaeite above. In a different 

sense the word occurs in Waddington-Lebas, no. 668 (from Kula, 

cited below, p. 72, no. 3).— ray Hedy are the pair Artemis Anaitis 

and Mén Tiamu. 

Line 7. — érovs oma, or 291, is probably of the era of Sulla 
(85 B.c.), which seems to be the one followed in the part of Asia 

Minor where Artemis Anaitis and Mén Tiamu were together wor- 

shipped ; possibly, however, that of Actium is used (32 B.C., not 31 B.C.). 

— The word pnvos, ‘month,’ was probably indicated® either by its 

2 

1 An interesting inscription illustrating this usage is Waddington-LeBas, no. 

743 (C.2.G. 3952), Necklav ratda r&v ed yeyovdtwr vidy Havoaviov B Tot Avovuciou . . 

érimednt av Ilavoaviov rot Havoaviov y. This gives the stemma: 

Dionysius 

Pausanias 

Pausanias 6 

Pausanias ¥ Nicias 

Professor Ramsay has noted inscriptions with 6, and even €, with a name. 

2 Franz established this era as beginning about B.c. 84 (C.Z.G. III. pp. 1103 f.), 

the year when Sulla reorganized the province of Asia (Appian, J/zthrid. 61). 

Cassiodorus (Chvon. p. 682) confirms the testimony of Appian: //7s consulibus — 

Cinna IV et Carbone IT (=B.c. 84) —Asiam in XLIV regiones Sulla distribuit. 

Cf. Waddington-LeBas, on no. 980 (Vol. III. p. 254). On the exact date of the 

beginning of the era see above, p. 57, note 3. 

8 Mnvés, as M in Waddington-LeBas, no. 683; as MI, id. no. 679; as M, id. 

no. 702 (from Kula). 
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initial letter or by a monogram.— The month Atos, of the Mace- 

donian calendar, early adopted by the successors of Alexander for 

these regions, is the first month of a year which originally began 

soon after the autumnal equinox. Under the Romans the year 

appears to have begun ca. August 1. Hence our inscription may be 

dated in August, A.D. 196 (or 249?). The relief, however, must 

be somewhat, if only very slightly, older; as we remarked above, it 

was already in stock when the inscription was cut. 

1G Re 

The provenance of the tablet may be placed with probability in 

the Karaxexavyevn district in eastern Lydia, or, in modern terms, the 

vicinity of Kula, a large Turkish village in Asia Minor, about 

eighty miles east of Smyrna.’ This inference is based upon the fact 

that all of the other inscriptions known bearing the names of both 

Anaitis and Mén Tiamu have been traced directly to Kula or vicinity, 

not to speak of the large number of stones inscribed with one or the 

other of these names, which with few exceptions are from this 

region.” If it were possible to identify the marble of this slab with 

that quarried between Ghieulde and Sandal® (ancient Satala?), near 

Kula, this provenance would be established beyond a peradventure. 

One is tempted to connect Kula with KoAdy, of which mention is 

made in classical writers. But apart from the consideration that the 

name Koddy is given to several places in antiquity, Professor W. M. 

Ramsay has shown? not only that Kula does not occupy the site of 

1 Interesting views of Kula are given by Texier, Description de l’ Asie Mineure, 

I. pl. 50, p. 133, and by Hamilton, Asta Minor, Vol. II. p. 136. The volcanic cones, 

long extinct, that gave its character to the Catacecaumene, are prominent features 

of the landscape. Cf. Strabo, XIII. 4, 11, p. 628. 

BROCE sD. 57, DOtell, ant pp.i7 2917 3- 3 Hamilton, Asza Minor, Il. p. 137. 

4 About forty years ago Wagener saw and copied at Kula an inscription bear- 

ing the words 4 Kodonvav xaroixia, and dated A.D. 1o1. He published it in the 

Mémoires del’ Académie de Belgique, Mémoires couronnées XXX.; it has also been 

published in part by Keil, PAz/ologus, Suppl.-Bd. II. p. 607 ff., and, more correctly, 

by Tsakyroglus in the Movgetoyv (1876, p. 41; read Aalov X’, not a’). The identifi- 

cation of Kula and Kody is based mainly upon this inscription, and is accepted by 

Wagener, De Witte, Waddington, Foucart, Von Diest, and others. Tsakyroglus 
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an ancient city,’ but also that the name ‘ Kula’ is a Turkish word 

meaning ‘fortress,’ with merely an accidental resemblance to KoAon, 

and that it was only in comparatively late times applied to this 

town. There are, however, as the remains show, several ancient 

sites a few miles to the north, northwest, and northeast of Kula 

(notably Sandal), and from one of these sites our slab may well 

have found its way— probably through Kula—to Smyrna, and 

thence to the United States forty or fifty years ago, when American 

trade with the Levant was much brisker than it is now. For many 

years past marbles of various kinds have been brought in to Kula 

from the adjoining regions, and are thus registered by epigraphists 

as from Kula. 

LV 

Our tablet raises a number of interesting problems, into the 

detailed discussion of which I will not enter, problems chiefly con- 

nected with the personality and cult of Artemis Anaitis and of Mén 

Tiamu.” These very names, on a slab dedicated by Greeks and 

dated by a Roman date, bear witness to the composite character of 

the religion of eastern Lydia and western Phrygia in the second 

century of our era. 

thinks that the KoXéy here intended must have been on the site of Sandal, a town 

near Kula, and that the older name of Kula was Ilvpyos, or IIvpyia, of which ‘ Kula’ 

is presumably the Turkish translation. Professor Ramsay, however, has shown 

that the stone in question was brought to Kula (at least forty years ago), and not 

from Sandal, but from Injikler, a village in the mountainous Kara Tash district, 

eight hours north of Kula; accordingly he would place KoNdéy in these hills (4/7zs- 

torical Geography of Asia Minor, pp. 123, 211, 432,456; private letter to the writer) ; 

so also Kiepert in 1894 (formae, etc., no. 10). — Perhaps this mountain town may 

have been a colony from the region of the Aiuvy Kodén, near Sardis (Strabo, XIII. 

4, 5, p- 625), taking thence its name. Though in inscriptions xato.xia often means 

‘town,’ with no connotation of ‘colony,’ the latter sense is not always wanting ; 

cf. also Strabo, V. 4, p. 249. — Mr. Hicks (Classical Review, III. 1889, p. 69) seems 

to identify Kod\éy and Kula, but strangely enough puts Kula north of Lake Coloe, 

more than thirty miles from its true position. 

1 Arundell (Asta Minor, I. p. 42), visiting Kula more than sixty years ago, 

before the interest in inscribed stones had caused them to be carried much from 

place to place, remarks that there is nothing in Kula to suggest an ancient site. 

2 On the Anaitis inscriptions, see above, p. 57, note 1. Fora collection of the 

Mén Tiamu inscriptions, see pp. 71-3. 
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There appear to have been early worshipped’ in these regions a 

pair of mighty divinities of productive nature, originally perhaps of 

an agrarian character, a female and a male god, the female regularly 

taking precedence. The former appears in literature and on inscrip- 

tions under many names,” of which Ma was probably the native and 

most ancient name, which is regularly replaced by Myjrnp (with or 

without 6eav).? The latter was probably once a solar divinity, though 

subsequently he was transformed into a lunar god; he appears to 

have been known most anciently by the native populations as Ma-n, 

or Maen, though he, like the Great Mother, had also several less 

precise appellations.* It is possible that these two names in the 

1 Professor W. M. Ramsay, than whom no one is better qualified, promises a 

chapter on Mén in his forthcoming Local History of Asia Minor, of which Vol. I. 

is now in press. To what he has already published on the-subject of Anatolian 

religion and antiquities, in various archaeological journals and in his Historical 

Geography of Asia Minor, I owe the germ of some of the suggestions here offered, 

especially concerning the preéminence of Mén in Asia Minor. But for the argu- 

ment on which this pre€éminence is based he must not be held responsible. 

2 Some of the ancient names of the Great Mother are given by Strabo: Oi 6é 

Bepéxuvres, Ppvydv te pddov kal drd@s of Pp’yes cal Tov Tpwwy oi repli thy” ldnv 

Kato.xoovres ‘Péay mev kal adrol Tudor Kal dpyidfoucr Ta’Ty, untépa Kadodvres Gedy Kal 

"Ayduorw Kal Ppvylay Gedy peyddrnv, awd 6€ Tv rérwv 'Idalav cal Acwduuhvnv kal 

Lurvanvyny cal Weoowovrrida cal KuBédnv. Strabo, X. 3, p. 469. 

3 Stephanus Byz., s.v. Mdoravpa, asserts that among the Lydians Rhea was 

known as Ma. Cf. also an inscription from Byzantium : “Axkxa ’AmoA\wviov Myrpi 

Ocdv MG Movgjry xara edxhv edyapiorypia, cited by Foucart, Associations reli- 

gieuses chez les Grecs, p. 88. 

4 “Ta religion de la Mere des Dieux avait son centre dans la Phrygie a Pessi- 

nunte. Elle parait a l’origine avoir consisté dans les rapports des deux person- 

nages divins, l’un feminin appelé M4, d’ou peut dériver le nom de Mijrnp; l’autre, 

masculin, appelé tres-anciennement Papas.” Foucart, zééd. p. 88. — The evidence 

adduced for Papas as the ancient or native name of the male god is too slender 

to be convincing; Foucart cites an inscription of the Roman era (C./.G. 3817), 

from northern Phrygia, which reads Ilaria Ad cwripe edx nv kat ‘Hpakry avixyrw. 

Cp. also Ramsay, Journ. Hellen. S., IIL. p.124, V. pp. 257 ff. There is, besides, 

Arrian, rag. 30 (ap. Eustath. //. E 408, p. 565: dvdvres els TA Apa TOV dpv Bubvvol 

éxddovy Idarav rov Ala cal” Arriv roy adrév), and Diodorus (III. 58. 4) cited below. 

The antiquity of the name Ma-n, Maen, Mén, for this god is, however, well 

attested, as also its local use in Phrygia and Lydia. This attestation consists 

mainly in (1) the ancient local and legendary names Manes (Herodotus, I. 94), 

Manis (Plutarch, J/or. 360), perhaps also Myjwyv (from Ma@-iwy?), etc., which point 
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beginning were but variations (feminine and masculine) on the same 
stem. In due time, however, the native or popular conceptions of 

the divinities fell under the influence of the religious traditions and 

beliefs of adjacent nations, especially of such peoples as came to 

to a divinity, as Homeric Avouydns points to Ze’s; (2) the vast and early preva- 

lence of proper names in Asia Minor based on the same stem; (3) the early use of 

Mynvayvprns, on which see p. 67, n. 1; (4) a large number of inscriptions, beginning 

with the fourth century B.c. and extending far into Christian times, where Mén is 

honored, in many of which the Great Mother and Mén are coupled as are no other 

two divinities; (5) numerous coin types of a similar character; (6) and, finally, 

references in literature, to be sure for the most part of late date, to Mén as the 

distinctive god of the Phrygians. 

In Lucian, 7p. 7rag. 42, we should probably read @pvyes 5¢ Myvi [for Mss. 

Myvn]; sc. Wvovres. Cf. zbid. 8. 

In classical literature the divinity most commonly named, in the ancient 

Phrygian religion, in association with the Great Mother, was Attis, but Sabazius 

was also known as her son. ‘The line, however, cannot be sharply drawn between 

the personalities of Mén, Attis, and Sabazius. I am disposed to look upon each 

of them as originally only different and special aspects of the same divinity, 

though in later times they appear now and then to have assumed in the popular 

imagination independent existences; thus in Wagener’s relief Mén conducts a 

chariot in which Sabazius drives. (To Professor Ramsay’s kindness I owe a 

drawing of this relief, not yet published so far as I know.) Proclus (ad Zim. IV. 

251) distinctly tells us that Mén was addressed as Sabazius in the most solemn 

ceremonials of the latter god; and on inscriptions (very late Roman) we find 

dedications to Attis Menotyrannus, where the identification is complete (Orelli- 

Henzen, /zscriptionum ... Collectio, nos. 1900, 1901, 2264, 2353). On certain coins 

Attis is represented with all the attributes of Mén (and vice versa); e.g., coins of 

Pessinus, of Roman date; Head, (Historia Numorum, p. 630; Guignault-Creuzer, 

Religions de l’Antiquité, Il. 3, p. 951. On the imperial coins of the Carian 

Antioch we have in succession the head of Mén; Attis standing; the god ZQION, 

a male figure holding a branch (the equivalent of Sabazius). Of course this does 

not prove identification, but it points to it. At the same time, one must be care- 

ful not to urge what may be examples of very late conscious syncretism as evidence 

for an original identity. 

In the solar characteristics of Sabazius I see a survival of the more ancient 

conception of the god, which through contact with Greeks and by the singular 

etymological perversion suggested above, was radically changed. — The epithet 

MerdvBp.os, as applied to Mén (Sterrett, Papers of the American School at Athens, 

II. no. 64, p. 94), should not be pressed in support of this view. 

Full of suggestion is Diodorus III. 58. 4: of yap éyxwpioe uvdodoyodor 7d madatdy 

yevécOar Baciiéa Ppvylas cal Avdlas Myova: yhuavra dé Awwddunv yevvicar pev 
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reside among the primitive inhabitants: thus the female divinity now 

received, among other names, from the Persian colonists in Central 

and Upper Lydia, as from Persian rulers of a later date, that of the 

great Persian divinity Anahita.’| The Greeks, however, of the region 

thought of her sometimes as Artemis. Hence in later times, when 

devout persons of Greek descent residing in the Catacecaumene 

would worship the Great Goddess, they would often address her as 

Artemis Anaitis.? 

The name and character of the male god also underwent serious 

modification. The name Maen, early becoming Hellenized into 

the form Myv, was by popular etymology connected with pny, pyvn, 

‘month,’ ‘moon,’ and then fancy transformed a god who may have 

had solar attributes into a lunar divinity,® and gave him, as appears 

in late art,* appropriate symbols (the crescent behind the shoulders 

over against the radiating solar disk that characterized his double, 

Sabazius). In this new relation he gained wide popularity, and 

his cult spread into regions that previously had not known the 

Phrygian god.*° His vast significance is attested in many ways, 

madlov Ojdu .. . KuBédnv [who was in due time loved by a youth] rdv rpocayopevd- 

pevov pev” Arti, votepov 5° émixdnbévra IIdravy. Confused as all this is — the 

baldest kind of popular euhemerism, possibly the very doctrine of Euhemerus 

himself, who was one of the sources of Diodorus —is there not underlying Miova 

a reference to Mén, if the word itself be not a blunder for Mfva? 

1 The towns slightly northward of Kula, which lay on the direct line of the 

ancient royal road to Persia, were a great seat of the Artemis-Anaitis-Métér worship. 

Cf. Ramsay, H7storzcal Geography, pp. 30,131; Journ. Hellen. S., IV. p. 385, III. 

p- 55.— Into the questions either of a possible ultimate Babylonian origin for 

Anaitis, or of Semitic admixtures in her cult at various places, I do not enter. 

For the literature, cf. Cumont, Wissowa-Pauly, I. p. 2020. 

2 From the many passages I select only Pausanias III. 17, where we are told 

that the Lydians have the oldest statue of Artemis, worshipped by them, however, 

as Anaitis. At Philadelphia, and in Maeonia, she was known as M7jrnp ‘Avderis, 

Bulletin de Corr. Hellénique, VIII. p. 376; below, p. 72, no.6; above, p. 57, no. 13. 

8 This etymological conception led the Romans of the Empire sometimes to 

translate Mén by Lunus (Spartianus, V7z¢t. Carac. 6,7; cp. Chwolson, Ssadzer, I. 

pp- 399 ff.). But on some Latin inscriptions, cited above, p. 65, the stem Mén is 
still used. 

4 See Waddington-LeBas, Monuments Figurés, pl. 132, no. 2, and below, p. 72. 

5 A glance into the index of Head’s Historia Numorum (s. Mén), gives one 

a good idea of the geographical range of the cult of the god, from Istrus and 
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some of which have been hinted at in a former note (p. 64, n. 4), 

but there are one or two aspects of his worship that are of special 

interest to the classical scholar. If our examination of the evidence 

is trustworthy, we must believe that, as far back as the earlier years 

of the fourth century B.c., the priest of Mén was a familiar figure in 

the streets of Athens, and had vividly impressed himself upon the 

popular imagination." 

Panticapaeum on the western and northern shores of the Euxine to Laodiceia 

ad Libanum in Syria.— The prevalence of this cult in Thrace and in Thracian 

colonies is noteworthy as one of the many signs of the close connection between 

Thrace and Phrygia. Cf. Strabo, X. 3, 16, p. 471. On many Thracian coins and 

reliefs the god is represented on horseback, but he is similarly figured elsewhere. 

1 The oldest inscription known to me relating to Mén is that published by 

Foucart, Bulletin de Correspondance Hellénique, IV. p. 129 (Avovicwos cal BaBvdua 

T&t Myvi 70 iepov avédecay). It is from the Peiraeus, and is dated, epigraphically, 

the second half of the fourth century B.c.— Apart from the names of persons, 

the earliest form in which the word occurs in literature is in Mynvaylprns. This 

word is a title of a comedy by Menander, fl. 320 B.c. (Athen. XI. 4728), and 

perhaps also of one by Antiphanes (so Bekk. Avzecd. 88,18; but Athen. XII. 553 ¢ 

reads Myrpayiprns; cf. Kock, C.A./. Il. p.74). From the presence of the related 

word Myrpayviprns (applied, for example, by Iphicrates to Callias: Aristot. Rhet. 

Lie, 10) likewise occurring as the title of plays, the emendation of Myvayiprns 

to Myrpayvprns, wherever in the manuscripts the former word is found, has often 

been proposed. But the word is guaranteed against such treatment by Hesychius’s 

6 ad Tod punvds cuvdywv [which I would emend to 6 brép rod Myvis cuvaywr, 

though 6 émi 7@ Myvi is also possible; cf. Eustathius, Odyss. p. 1824, uytpa- 

yuptety: TO... meTa TUMMdvwY Kal Tivwy ToLOUTWY Tepuévar Kal érl TH Myrpl ayelpev 

Tpopds,...6 éorw érl 7H ‘Péa]. But for Eustathius one would be tempted to 

supply @dcouvs with ovvdywv, comparing Dem. /.Z. 281. The explanation of 

Suidas whereby dad rod unvds means ‘monthly,’ is clearly a darkening of counsel, 

and Meineke’s suggestion that the first element in unvayvprns is Mjvy, ‘the moon- 

goddess,’ can hardly gain acceptance. Cf. also Clement of Alexandria, Protrept. 

II. p. 20, Potter; Dionysius Halic. Azz. II. 19, and Eusebius, Praep. Ev. II. 8.— 

The deportment of these ay’pra: in public is described not only by Antiphanes in 

the fragment already cited, but also by many other writers, e.g., Plato, Resp. II. 

364 B; Apuleius, A7Zetam.8. Cf. Foucart, Associations religieuses chez les Grecs, 

pp: 160 ff. The word dyvprns, Latin Avzolws, in turn gave its name to a comedy 

by Philemon in Greek, and to one in Latin by Naevius. — The existence of these 

two words side by side, Mytpayiprns and Myvayvprns, in the popular speech of 

the Athenians in the fourth and third century B.c., is quite intelligible, if we regard 

them as calling up the two characteristic divinities of Phrygia in their itinerant 

and beggar priests, —the Great Mother and Mén. The strange Phrygian religion 
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The exact signification of the epithet Tiauov it is perhaps impos- 

sible to establish. Waddington, in his well-known note on Mén 

(Waddington-LeBas, no. 668), approves the suggestion that would 

connect the word with some Lydian root, comparing other words 

of similar termination (e.g., IIpéapos, Tevrapos, Hepyapos). But is it 

hazardous to see in this word a local form of the great Babylonian 

(Semitic) divinity Tiamat! (Tiam-tu, Tham-te; cf. Hebrew Adm), 

early impressed the imagination of the European Greeks: the erection of the 

Metroum in Athens in the fifth century, in expiation of the murder of a metra- 

gyrtes (Suid., s.v.), was a national recognition of its power; but yet deeper was 

the hold it took on the lower orders of society and on restless spirits, on the one 

hand giving rise to the formation of orgiastic thiasi, with their fanatical excesses, 

and, on the other, suggesting taking topics to the comic poets and to orators who 

often delighted in expressing themselves in broad comedy. Cf. Strabo, X. 19, 

p- 471, TOAAA yap TOY Eevixdv iepSv wapedéEavro [the Athenians], wore kal éxwyy- 

dnbecav: kal 6n Kal Ta Opdkia kal TA Ppvyia. The drastic passage in Demosthenes 

(Cor. 260) describes in caricature a thiasus in honor both of the Mijrnp dedv and 

her companion male divinity; the Scholiast distinctly informs us that the evo? 

oaBo. refers to [Mén] Sabazius; though the djs drryns immediately following 

properly refers to Attis, it here probably more specially connotes the Mother, and 

thus Strabo is right in saying that this scene contains ZaBafia kal Myrp@a (X. 3, 18, 

p- 471). As the mother of Aeschines, a priestess and tupzravicrpia (Dem. Cor. 

284), is here figured as a female Myrpayvprns, we may safely infer that Demos- 

thenes would represent Aeschines himself as a Myvaryiprns, though of course in 

this tumultuous picture no attempt is made to keep the colors distinct. 

1 On the Babylonian Creation Tablets the name of this being appears as Tiamat. 

In Hebrew the form becomes 746m, usually rendered ‘waters, deep, depths.’ 

In Berosus, as corrected by Robertson Smith, the form Odure occurs, with 0d\acoa 

as the Greek translation; Damascius, however, gives Tadée —the transliteration 

of the same form in its variant Tiavat. Tiamat, fem.,is the “construct” of Tiamtu 

(Tiamatu). Professor M. Jastrow, Jr., to whose kindness I owe some of the references 

to the literature of Tiamat, given below, writes me: “ As for the mythological con- 

ceptions associated with the Hebrew 7°Aém, it is noticeable that it is never found in 

combination with the article, which is itself an indication that the consciousness 

of its being, or having been, a omen proprium never died out. Again, such pas- 

sages as Ezekiel xxxi. 15, Psalms xxxiil. 7, civ. 6, Proverbs iii. 20, and others, 

prove that the Hebrews connected with the word views of a different order from 

the ordinary sense of ‘waters.’ In the passages quoted ¢*A4ém is the subterranean 

ocean that nourishes fountains and springs. It seems to me therefore that your 

identification receives added force from the mythological conceptions once con- 

nected with the Hebrew form, which warrant one in assuming a larger circle for 

the Tiamat conception than Babylonia. We may therefore expect some day to 
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demon of the subterranean waters (katay@ovos)? Now it is well 

known that epithets of Semitic origin are actually applied here and 

there in Western Asia Minor to divinities locally worshipped under ' 

Greek names; and that as a rule each of these is the equivalent of . 

some more familiar Greek word.’ Accordingly I would suggest that, 

in this inscription, Mén Tiamu is only another form of Mi xara- 

x9ovos. Chthonic divinities are for the most part associated with 

fountains, i.e., with subterranean waters, and in especial with healing 

springs: the conception underlying the word Tiamat and its cog- 

nates is that of the vast world and underworld of waters, or of 

unorganized nature conceived as a watery abyss. As in Artemis 

Anaitis, Greek and Persian names—the latter colored by Semitic 

myth — had been used to give a proper shading or depth to the 

native conception of the Great Mother, what is more probable than 

that a name distinctly Semitic might have been used in designation 

of the male divinity, especially when viewed in an aspect perma- 

nently characteristic of the Semitic god? If we are right in our 

explanation of the occasion of the dedication of the relief, — the - 

commemoration of the might of Artemis and Mén in bringing back 

a sick child from the confines of the lower world, or in suffering it 

find T®ham (=Greek Trau-) in a North Syrian inscription as the connecting link 

between the Babylonian and the Greek form.” 

The fact that in the literary documents Tiamat is made a female divinity is not ~ 

a fatal objection to our identification. As the personification and presiding genius 

of as yet unorganized nature, ruling over beings with bisexual characters, this 

divinity might originally have been conceived as without sex. In fact, on the 

monuments Tiamat is often represented with the attributes of a male being. 

On the forms of the word Tiamat, see E. Schrader, Cuneiform Inscriptions and 

the Old Testament (Eng. Transl.), I. pp. 6ff.: cf. also Jensen, Kosmologie der 

Babylonier, pp. 268, 269, and Sayce, Hibbert Lectures for 1887, p. 237. In the 

American Journal of Archaeology, VI. 1891, pp. 291 ff., Dr. W. H. Ward dis- 

cusses Tiamat in Babylonian art.—Cf. also Gunkel, Schdpfung und Chaos, 

pp. 16 ff., gor ff. 

1 Examples are [Mhv] Kapapeirns, on imperial coins from Nysa in Lydia, 

where the epithet is connected with Semitic (Arabic) Qamar, ‘the moon’ (Head, 

fiistoria Numorum, p. 552), and [Zeds] ACCIC, on coins of Laodiceia ad Lycum 

in Phrygia, where Waddington and Longpérier, as Professor Ramsay reminds me, 

see in the epithet (=wvyiros) a Semitic stem, viz. that in the Arabic ‘aziz, 

‘powerful’: Head, 7d. p. 566. 
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to return, — it must have been Mén of the lower world that was here 

addressed.* And, as already intimated, in the polyglot terminology? 

of the period of the Mén Tiamu inscriptions, and in the Catacecau- 

1 Most of the large number of epithets applied to Mén,— some of which are 

still unintelligible, — are geographical in character (Waddington-LeBas, no. 668). 

Among such as are not geographical may be cited répavvos, wdrpuos beds, werdy- 

Bpwos, pwopdpos, Soros (?), KaTaxOdmos. 

2 Professor G. F. Moore has called my attention to a curious bilingual inscrip- 

tion from Palmyra, which contains a name suggestive of Tiamu. He writes: 

“In Vogiié, Zuscriptions sémitiques, no. 3 (cf. Mordtmann, Zeztschrift der deutschen 

Morgenl. G. XXXI. 100), Mordtmann restored “2° “[4], Gad Thaimi. The 

Greek runs kat’ ros dvaféuata [Maha]xBndr\w cai Tdxy Oametos cal [’Arep]ydre. 

Gad Thaimi also occurs on a seal from Palmyra (Mordtmann, /.c.). An Old 

Testament scholar is reminded of Isaiah lxv. 11, where we read of lectisternia 

to Gad and Meni. (The latter name is guaranteed against Lagarde’s conjecture 

“35 = Nanaea, by the play on the name in “J"3)) at the beginning of the next 

verse.) Evidently Meni, though not elsewhere found, was a Semitic (Aramaean) 

god of fortune, and by the side of Gad Thaimi, a Myvi Tidwov might not seem 

inconceivable. We should, to be sure, not be much better off, for Thaimi is 

almost as obscure as Tiduov. Noldeke interpreted, ‘the Téxy of Thaimi’; Mordt- 

mann at first, ‘the T’xn of the Thaimites’; afterwards he felt constrained by a 

series of proper names to take Thaimi as the name of a divinity (2d. XX XIX. 457.). 

But the Greek Oawe?os is quite regular, and seems to preclude a combination with 

Tiduov. Mordtmann (74. 44) combines, curiously at least, the Meni of Isaiah 

Ixv. 11 with... Menisgue magister on an altar from Vaison in Provence (Orelli- 

Henzen, no. 5862 [unless A/enzs be a mistake for ments, possibly Menis magister 

= Menotyrannus = My Tépavvos? read gaudebunt? J. H. W.]: 

Belus Fortunae rector Menisque magister 

ara gaudebit quam dedit et voluit. 

The corresponding Greek inscription is: 

Evdvyrjpe tUxns BHAw Ledaros Oéro Bwydy 

TO&v év ’Atrapuela uvnoduevos Noylwy.” 

Though no one would venture to make Semitic Meni and Phrygian Mén 

identical in origin and nature, the resemblance between these two names would at 

least make easy, in regions where the two gods were known, the ascription to the 

latter of Semitic characters and epithets. 

Perhaps an evidence of the fusion of Aramaean Meni and Phrygian Mén, at 

least in Ameria in Northern Asia Minor, may be seen in the language of Strabo 

XII. 3. 31, p. 557, where the implication is that, in the oath of the kings of Pontus, 

Mi Papvdxov and rvx7n Bacidéws are identical in meaning. ®apydxov, though pos- 

sibly originally referring to a divinity, must here be used as a generic name for 
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mene, Myv xataxfovos might well have been sometimes known and 

worshipped as Mj Trapov." 

‘king’ (cf. Kaiser from Caesar): hence Myv and Tvx7n were felt to be the same. 

But this could be only because Meni, the Aramaean god, who was the god of 

fortune, or Tvx7, had become identified in the popular mind with Mén, whose 

encroachments subsequently almost completely obliterate Meni as an indepen- 

dent divinity. — Other instances of the association of T’xyn and Mén appear 

on the coins of Antioch Pisidiae (Mionnet, Szpf/. VII. p. 102, no. 81; Stephani, 

Comptes Rendus, 1861, p.83), and of Laodiceia ad Libanum (Eckhel, III. pp. 366 ff.; 

Head, “storia Numorum, p. 6063). 

1 The identification of Tiamu with Tiamat (Tham-te) appears to be asserted by 

a writer of the first century B.c., who was very familiar with Phrygian religious 

beliefs and customs, — Alexander Polyhistor. In a passage preserved to us in 

Syncellus, p. 52 (cf. Schone, Zuseb. Chron. I. 16), Polyhistor, quoting from 

Berosus, and interpolating explanatory remarks, informs his readers that according 

to Babylonian legends the demon of watery abyss, who was slain by Bel[-Marduk; 

oudpwKa = 0 Mopddxa], was called in Chaldean Oaure, which [he tells us] in Greek 

translation is @4\acca, and is equivalent to the moon [perhaps, ‘according to the 

Phrygians is the moon’]. This last sentence becomes at once intelligible, if we 

assume that he was thinking of Myjv = Tudou as he wrote : — Zedjvn: Mav (Mijn) 

= Tiduov: Odute. Cf. Proceedings of the American Philological Association, 

1894-5, Philadelphia meeting, no. 22; also Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie, X.1 (1895), 

my note on “ Homoroka a Corruption of Marduk.” 

Notre. — Mén Tiamu Inscriptions. 

Below are collected all the inscriptions known to me that contain the name of 

Mén Tiamu. There seem to be no coin types with the legend MHN TIAMOY. 

— The Movce?ov cal BiBdvobnKn THs Evayyeduxjs DxXoAHs at Smyrna, in which nos. 

6 and 7 were first published, is designated by Movcetov. Facsimiles of nos. 1, 2, 

3, and 8 are given by Waddington-Le Bas; of nos. 5 and 6, by Leemans; of no. 4, 

in our PLATE II, opp. p. §5.— For the literature of the Anaitis inscriptions, see 

above, p. 57, note I. 

1. “Erous ?] oun (?) avéOnxav... kal Mnvds Tiduou Kxal Mnvds Ilerpacirov rd 

[dyar]ua rod Avowdcou: "IovAtavés, Aduas, Evoxjuwr, “Ardlov ’Ardlw[v]os, IémXuos, 

Léxouvdos, Ipwréxrynros, ‘Epuoxpadt[ns], Mnrpddwpos, Aduas, “Amdias, ‘Epyoyévns, 

Adpals, My]vddiros, “Amrod\Xwmos, ‘Hpats, “Epuoxpdrns, ’Amo\Admos, ‘H[yeu]wv, 

"Amro 00s, ” Aupuoy, Tptpwr, Medrivyn, ‘Epuol[yé]vns, Necxduaxos, Hela, Madpkos, 

T’xn, ‘Améddas, [’Adé]éavdpos, MeArivn, Zworparos, Neixlas, “IovAia. — From 

Goerdis (Julia Gordus). Dated a.p. 163 (164)? Waddington-LeBas, no. 678. 

Supply, after avé@nkxay, kara Thy T&v Gedy éemirayhy, or words to the same effect (?). 
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2. ‘Iepa cupBlwors kat vewrépa kar émitayhy rod Koplov rupdvvov Aws Macdada- 

Tnvov, kal Myvi Tiduou edxjv: “IovNavds Mevexpdrov, Mevexpdrns Awodwpov, Arovolcros 

Ilartov, ‘“Epuoyévns ‘Epuiarmov, Aovxios ’Ovnoivov, Ayévns T'dbxwvos, Acoyévns 

Maéluov, Tpddimos ‘Eputrmov, ’Amodwyos (’Atro\wriov), Oeddwpos (Oeodwpov), Map- 

kiavds (Mapkiavod), Mévavdpos ‘Eppoyévov, ‘Epyoyévns Tarvavot, Mnrpddwpos Evedrlorov, 

’Aokdnmiddns Maxpiavod, “AckdAnmiddns Arovoitov, ‘Epyoyévns Tpopiuov, [Z]dBndos 

‘Epyoyévov. "Emipenoaudvwy Tovdavod cal ‘Epuoyévov, érous avs, u(nvos) Avorpov.— 

From Menneh, near Kula. Dated A.D. 171 (172). Stele representing Zeus aeto- 

phorus and Mén standing erect, with tunic, chlamys, and Phrygian cap, crescent 

behind his shoulders, a pine-cone (?) in his left hand, spear in his right hand, 

his left foot on the head of a bull that lies on the ground. Waddington-LeBas, 

no. 667: Monuments Figurés, pl. 136, no. 2. C.L.G. 3438 (Boeckh). 

3. Kara riv T&v OeGy éeritayhy lepds Sotuos edynv Ad Macdararny@ cal Myvi 

Tidov kal Myvi Tupdvvw éxédNevoev Typeto Oar dd juepav 0. el Tis 5€ TOUTWY arEOhot 

dvayvacera Tas Suvduts TOU Ards. emrwehnoapévov Avovvalov Awodwpouv Kal ‘Epuoyévns 

Banepiov. erovs orf, u(nvds) Avorpov.— From Kula. Dated A.D. 172 (173). Stele 

with relief representing two busts, one with radiated head, the other with a crescent 

behind the shoulders. Waddington-LeBas, no. 668: Monuments Figurés, pl. 136, 

no. 1; C.Z.G. 3439 (Boeckh). 7 
4. Our inscription; see PLATE II, and pp. 56 ff. Dated a.p. 196. 

5. Gea ’Avaeite cal Myvi Tiduov Medrivy cai Tixwv drédwkav 7d leporoinua 

evxapitTobvTes. erovs T, u(nvds) Havdexol.— From Kula. Dated a.p. 215 (216). 

Marble stele: woman draped, with right hand raised in adoration. Leemans, 

Verh. d. k. Amsterdam Akad. XVII. 1886 (1888), no. III; Contoleon, Athenische 

Mittheilungen, XII. 1887, p. 255; E. L. Hicks, Classical Review, III. 1889, p. 69. 

This inscription has ETOYS: TM-ZANAIKOY. Perhaps we should read érous 
Tu+(unvos) Zavdlkov = A.D. 255 (256), on the supposition that the sign for unvds 

has been omitted. — Leemans’s Mumriduov is a misreading of MENITIAMOY. 

Cf. above, p. 58; also p. 59. 

G. OcG “Avaeire kal Myvi Tiduov Téxn kal Swxpdrys kal ’Apumavds kat Tpddiuos of 

"Auptov kal Piyrn Kat Dwxpdria al ’Aumiddos mojoavres 7d tepordnua eldacdmevv 

Myrépay “Avderw brép réxvwv xal Opeupdrwv evypapov tornoav. %rovs TKa, (vos) 

Aavdicod. — From near Kula. Dated A.D. 236 (237). Relief representing two 

breasts, two legs, and two eyes. Tsakyroglus in Movoetov, V. 1884-5, p. 54 (Reinach, 

Chronigues ad’ Orient, 1886, p. 155); Leemans, 2d. no. IV. 

7. “Apréumde Avaetre cat [M]nvt Tudou Medrlvy [dr]ép rs 6XoKAnplas [rv] modav 

evx nv [avéo|tnoev. — From Kula. Not dated; perhaps about 220 A.p. With relief 

representing two feet. Movcetov, 1880, p. 127 (P. Foucart in Bulletin de Cor- 

respondance Flellénique, IV. p. 128). 
Perhaps we should add, at least for comparison : 

8. Aovcis Mdpxos car’ érirayhy Tod bod brép THs cwrnplas Arel Tiwalw avécrnoer, 

érous ota, u(nvds) "Aprewolo[v].— From Menneh (near Kula). Dated 177 a.p. 

Waddington-LeBas, no. 669. If we regard the Acel Tiwaiw as an attempt to 
render Mijy Tiduou into Greek words more intelligible to a Roman, the inscription 

ie 
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might be grouped with those relating to Mijv Tiduov. Of course, Tiwaly is not a 

translation of Tidmov, though it may here be a popular etymology for it. The 

phrase kat émirayyjv is very common in the Mén inscriptions. Cf. Ze’s DaBafios 

in Wagener’s inscription, cited above, p. 62, note 4: Foucart, Assoczations 

religieuses chez les Grecs, p. 71. 

In Waddington-LeBas, no. 675 (from Kula, without date), I suggest M[nv?] 

éolw for Waddington’s dojw. (Cf. 26. no. 1670, [A]e@ drlw kal dixaiw.) The names 

of the dedicators of this slab, Manes and Banes, are noteworthy. 

FOS TSCRIR ET. 

THE preceding pages were put into type in August, 1894, and 

went to the printer to be electrotyped in May, 1895. Hence it has 

been impossible, in the revision of the sheets, for me to make use of 

Professor Ramsay’s Cztzes and Lishoprics of Phrygia (Vol. I, Lycos 

Valley), the work referred to as in press on page 64 above, and 

issued only a few months ago. When Professor Ramsay was in the 

United States, in the autumn of 1894, he was good enough to glance 

over the first proof-sheets, and made many useful suggestions; hence 

his remarks, on p. 340, on my identification of Tiamu, and his criti- 

cism of the same. I trust that in its present more matured form my 

argument may commend itself to him. 

In the Zycos Valley many topics, here only briefly adverted to, are 

fully and luminously discussed, with much fresh evidence: e.g., the 

ancient religion and divinities of Asia Minor, pp. 7 ff., 87, 105, 132 ff., 

eeeeroo it,, 262 ff.) 271, 273, 292 fl. ; Sabazius, Sozon, étc., pp. 140, 

262 ff., 293 ff.; the Sullan era, pp. 201 ff. (which Professor Ramsay 

would now begin August 1, 85 B.c., and not July 1), etc., etc. Profes- 

sor Ramsay emphasizes the difference between the earliest religious 

stratum in Asia Minor, based upon a matriarchal social system, and 

that introduced by the conquering Phrygians, probably immigrant 

from Europe, where the male element is dominant. It should be 

borne in mind that in this article the word ‘ Phrygian’ has not been 

used in an ethnographical but only in a geographical sense, to desig- 

nate not alone the oldest inhabitants but also the same as they 
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appear in history amalgamated with the Phrygians proper, and 

dominating in no small measure the religion and mythology of their 

conquerors. 

While a few minor statements would have been modified and many 

important references to authorities, literary and epigraphic, would 

have been added had the Zycos Valley reached me in season, on the 

whole the main contentions of this article remain unaffected by it. 

Professor Ramsay, on p. 132, says: ‘These facts prove that the 

name Attes belongs to an older status of religious history than Men, 

. and history confirms the inference that Kybele and Attes were 

the ancient Phrygian names for the Mother and the Son.” Certainly 

Attes is a more ancient word than Mi in the Grecised form, though 

not necessarily more ancient than Maen (see above, p. 64; also 

Lycos Valley, p. 169). In spite of the testimony of Arnobius V, 6, 

to the effect that Attis is connected with Attagus, the Phrygian word 

meaning ‘goat,’ cited by Professor Ramsay p. 350, there seems much 

in favor of the view of Eduard Meyer that the name and myth of 

Attis is a Semitic importation, detachable from the circle of myths 

relating to the Mother, and hence later than the original native 

religion; see Geschichte des Alterthums, I, p. 308. 

December, 1895. 
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